
ISIX ▶Red Cube eCM

Secure storage, 
straightforward access: 
data archiving with ISIX.



Flexible, reliable 
and user-friendly. 

Audit-compliant data storage with global online access.

ISIX RED CUBE ECM is the perfect tool 
for audit-compliant storage as well  
as for extremely flexible processing, 
distribution and archiving of data.
The integrated, completely web-based 
ISIX RETRIEVAL solutions ensure 
consistent access and exchange of  
data and documents throughout the 
company, even with mobile devices. 
Optimal search functions facilitate 
prompt retrieval of required information 
while granular user and access rights 
definitions limit access to authorised 
people only. 

Due to its extreme flexibility, RED  
CUBE ECM can be seamlessly adapted  
to any company structures while 
supporting the connection of archives 
and data sources, irrespective of the 
manufacturer.

ISIX solutions for perfect migration, 
archiving and presentation.
ISIX RED CUBE is a highly flexible, 
web-based ECM system for secure data 
storage. The ISIX RETRIEVAL solution it 
contains provides a simple, user-friendly 
way to find and display information. 
Highly flexible, secure and user-friendly, 
ISIX RED CUBE is also ideal as a new 
archive as part of a data migration 
project.



ISIX ▶Red Cube eCM

The advantages of Red Cube eCM. 

▶  Guaranteed binary integrity of data and documents
▶  Optimal security for long-term archiving
▶  Logging at different levels (system and audit)
▶  Valid traceability of post-editing steps 

High cost-effectiveness and optimal  
investment protection.
Optimal functions and a wide variety of possible fields 
of application ensure efficient operations and a sustainable 
profit ratio.
▶  Straightforward administration
▶  Cost-effective splitting when outsourcing objects
▶  Support for complex zone architecture
▶  Integration with heterogeneous company infrastructures  
 and portal solutions
▶  Cloud archiving 
▶  Single-instance storage
▶  Retention management
▶  Four-eyes principle
▶  Multi-client capability and multi-language support
▶  Container transport unit as content storage
▶  User workbox (mailbox feature) 

Ultimate flexibility, integration and user-optimisation.
ECM can be perfectly customised to meet the needs 
of your company. 
▶  Web-based retrieval using a standardised user interface 
▶  Access and storage of data via mobile devices using  
 ISIX Archive Mobile
▶  Content can be stored and displayed in its original format
▶  Modular design 
▶  Linked to business applications
▶  Multiple connectors: 
 - to user authorisation (e.g. Kerberos, AD and LDAP) 
 - to different storage systems (e.g. EMC Centera and iCAS)
 - for data sources of various types and locations
 - to archives and repositories from any manufacturer

Maximal security at every level. 
ISIX RED CUBE ECM guarantees the reliable and traceable 
storage of data while providing effective protection from 
unauthorised access. 
▶  Audit-proof, fully meeting compliance requirements as  
 well as the provisions of GDPdU and GeBüv
▶  Encryption of all objects
▶  High access security and system reliability
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Secure migration, storage 
and presentation of data.

ISIX is a specialist in migrating and 
archiving data on ECM systems. We  
have more than 20 years of expert 
knowledge in the development, 
integration and support of archiving 
systems. Our highly flexible solutions 
meet every requirement with respect  
to compliance and audits, combining 
optimal investment protection with a 
high level of cost-effectiveness. As a 
full-service provider, we are able to 
support you in all phases of the project 
– from an initial analysis through the 
entire migration process to assistance 
with audits and support for your new  
archive system. 


